Berkeley Innovation & Entrepreneurship Ecosystem Highlights
2000 - 2020
UC Berkeley I&E Ecosystem: 2000

ACADEMIC PROGRAMS

NEW PRODUCT R&D SUPPORT

PRODUCT/MARKET FIT SUPPORT

STARTUP SUPPORT

HAAS BUSINESS PLAN COMPETITION

FUNDING SUPPORT

SHARED CARRY FUNDS

LEGAL SUPPORT

ENTREPRENEURSHIP & IP SUPPORT

UC BERKELEY OFFICE OF TECHNOLOGY LICENSING

RECRUITING SUPPORT

GLOBAL SOCIAL VENTURE COMPEITION
UC Berkeley I&E Ecosystem: 2005

ACADEMIC PROGRAMS

NEW PRODUCT R&D SUPPORT

PRODUCT/MARKET FIT SUPPORT

STARTUP SUPPORT

FUNDING SUPPORT

SHARE CARRY FUNDS

ENTREPRENEURSHIP & IP SUPPORT

LEGAL SUPPORT

RECRUITING SUPPORT
UC Berkeley I&E Ecosystem: 2010

CBE PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM (PDP)

ACADEMIC PROGRAMS

GLOBAL VENTURE LAB

NEW PRODUCT R&D SUPPORT

SYNTHETIC BIOLOGY INSTITUTE

BIOMOLECULAR NANOTECHNOLOGY CENTER (BNC)

PRODUCT/MARKET FIT SUPPORT

MARVELL NANOFABRICATION LAB

STARTUP SUPPORT

HAAS BUSINESS PLAN COMPETITION

FUNDING SUPPORT

LEGAL SUPPORT

SHARED CARRY FUNDS

ENTREPRENEURSHIP & IP SUPPORT

RECRUITING SUPPORT

Berkeley IPIRA

Berkeley IPIRA

Berkeley IPIRA

Berkeley IPIRA

Berkeley IPIRA
UC Berkeley I&E Ecosystem: 2015

ACADEMIC PROGRAMS

CBE PDP

GLOBAL VENTURE LAB

NEW PRODUCT R&D SUPPORT

PRODUCT/MARKET FIT SUPPORT

STARTUP SUPPORT

FUNDING SUPPORT

SHARED CARRY FUNDS

ENTREPRENEURSHIP & IP SUPPORT

LEGAL SUPPORT

RECRUITING SUPPORT

Berkeley UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA
UC Berkeley I&E Ecosystem: Today

ACADEMIC PROGRAMS

- CBE PDP
- BERKELEY CENTER FOR GREEN CHEMISTRY

NEW PRODUCT R&D SUPPORT

- BSAC
- C2M
- CORPS

PRODUCT/MARKET FIT SUPPORT

- C2M
- C2M
- CORPS

STARTUP SUPPORT

- Berkeley Skydeck
- Citris Foundry
- LAUNCH BIG IDEAS

FUNDING SUPPORT

- Berkeley Student Technology Fund
- OSAGE CORRESEED FUNDING
- CONTRARY

LEGAL SUPPORT

- BBV
- IPIRA
- IP

SHARED CARRY FUNDS

- Berkeley Skydeck Fund
- BBV

ENTREPRENEURSHIP & IP SUPPORT

- IPIRA
- IP
- BERC

RECRUITING SUPPORT

- Career Center
- UCB Startup Fair
Student & Alumni Groups: Today